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Over the past two decades, significant advances have been made in the sophistication and diversity of Micro and Nano Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS/NEMS). MEMS/NEMS offer significant advantages in terms of ultra-low mass, size and power consumption coupled with the high-volume, mass-manufacturing capabilities established by the silicon integrated circuit industry. Thanks to these advances, advanced sensor networks composed of massively parallel arrangements of MEMS/NEMS devices can now be realized.

Unfortunately, there is a major problem with the above rosy scenario – namely, poor sensitivity or signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for MEMS/NEMS devices. A primary reason for MEMS/NEMS devices not yet achieving juggernaut status within the sensor world is the fact that the SNR decreases significantly with size. One way to mitigate the effect of SNR reduction is to employ advanced signal processing techniques that match the hardware sophistication of MEMS/NEMS devices. This talk will describe such a novel counter-intuitive algorithmic approach toward improving sensor performance. Within this approach, named Active Signal Processing, instead of removing system noise by filtering processes (Passive Signal Processing), it is possible to improve SNR by injecting noise into the measurement. ViaLogy has pioneered the development and demonstration of Quantum Resonance Interferometry (QRI), a quantum stochastic resonance (QSR)-based technique for improving SNR. The core of QRI processing involves the QSR-based generation of a Quantum Expressor Function (QEF), which characterizes the system of interest by encoding within it the noise environment, minimum level of detection, and the precision of measurement. Using digital post-processing of sensor information, QRI can detect and quantify the presence of a signal by the destruction of the resonance condition responsible for generating the system QEF. An example of the application of QRI to improve the SNR for microfabricated DNA Microarrays will be described.
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